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Summary

As part of a NASA and industry effort that addresses
the potential airport-community noise problem of a
High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT), a piloted simula-
tion study was performed for the purpose of indicating
the noise reduction benefits and piloting performance
that could occur for a typical 4-engine HSCT configura-
tion during takeoff when a dual thrust-cutback procedure
was employed with throttle operation under direct com-
puter control. Two sequential thrust cutbacks were
employed with the first cutback performed while the
vehicle was accelerating on the runway and the second
cutback performed at a distance farther downrange.
Added vehicle performance improvements included the
incorporation of high-lift increments into the aero-
dynamic database of the vehicle and the use of limited
engine oversizing. Four single-stream turbine bypass
engines that had no noise suppression of any kind were
used with this configuration. This approach permitted
establishing the additional noise suppression level that
was needed to meet Federal Air Regulation (FAR)

Part 36 Stage 3 noise levels for subsonic commercial jet
aircraft. Noise level results of the study presented herein

indicate 7 EPNdB less noise suppression was required to
meet the FAR noise standards with the dual thrust-

cutback procedure than with the standard takeoff pro-
cedure in FAR Part 36. Noise level differences due to

variations in human piloting performance were less than
3/4 EPNdB in over 95 percent of the takeoffs performed.
Noise level results were calculated with the jet mixing
and shock noise modules of the Aircraft Noise Prediction

Program (ANOPP) that was developed at Langley.

Introduction

As part of the NASA High-Speed Research Pro-
gram, a six-degree-of-freedom piloted simulation study
was undertaken at the Langley Research Center to
address the potential problem of airport-community
noise generated by a future High-Speed Civil Transport
(HSCT) and the piloting issues involved. Reducing the
high level of noise during takeoffs is one of several tech-
nological problems that must be solved before the HSCT
can be certified for operation by the commercial airlines.
In an attempt to reduce the noise level at the Federal Air
Regulation (FAR) sideline noise certification location
during HSCT takeoffs, a dual thrust-cutback procedure
was postulated and examined. Two independent reduced-
thrust levels were selected and arranged sequentially to
reduce noise levels at the sideline and the centerline FAR

Part 36 measurement locations, respectively. The dual
thrust-cutback procedure coupled with a high-lift incre-
ment that was added to the configuration aerodynamics
and the use of engine oversizing are included in the noise

level assessment. The aircraft had four single-stream tur-
bine bypass engines with no noise suppressors. Differ-
ences between the EPNdB levels presented herein and
the levels mandated in FAR Part 36 Stage 3 indicate the
amount of noise suppression needed to meet current
noise certification standards. The basic premise of this
study was the reduction of takeoff levels of jet mixing
and shock noise at the sideline and the centerline flyover
FAR measurement locations by reducing engine exhaust
jet velocities through the use of reduced throttle settings.

The high-speed transport configuration used in this
study was developed during the Supersonic Cruise Air-
craft Research (SCAR) program of the 1970's. The con-
figuration was used because of its representative HSCT
character, the existence of a large wind-tunnel database,
and the availability of the full six-degree-of-freedom
piloted simulation program of reference 1. This aircraft
was chosen because it provided a baseline configuration
against which to compare some of the proposed technol-
ogy advances for future HSCT configurations. (See
refs. 2 and 3.) The engines of the configuration of refer-
ence 1 were replaced with turbine bypass engines for this

study. This power plant is one of several candidate
engines under consideration for the HSCT because of the
high level of efficiency of the engine during cruise.
References 4 and 5 provide additional information on
airport-community noise levels produced during takeoff
for several of the HSCT configurations considered
herein.

Background

The FAR Part 36 Stage 3 requirements for subsonic
commercial jet aircraft noise certification for the takeoff
maneuver given in reference 6 require that the maximum
sideline noise level following wheel liftoff from the run-
way surface, expressed in EPNdB, be less than a speci-
fied value that varies with aircraft takeoff gross weight.
These Stage 3 noise levels may also be applied to future
HSCT aircraft. The certification takeoff procedure
allows the landing gear to be raised shortly after liftoff,

but permits no throttle reductions to be made until the
aircraft has reached an altitude of 689 ft. This latter

requirement results in the microphones along the Stage 3
noise evaluation line in the vicinity of the measurement
location for sideline noise certification to be exposed to
engine full-throttle operation, and thus, very high noise
levels. One possibility for reducing these large sideline
noise values is to reduce engine thrust before the aircraft
reaches wheel liftoff. A dual thrust-cutback procedure is

employed in the study presented herein. The first thrust
cutback is performed while the aircraft is still accelerat-
ing on the runway. The second thrust cutback is per-
formed a short time later at a point further along the



trajectory,butbeforetheaircraftpasses over the center-
line measuring station. The final throttle setting is
selected so that the aircraft can maintain a constant-speed
4-percent climb gradient. Although the dual thrust-
cutback procedure violates current FAR Part 36 regula-
tions, the use of a fully automated throttle operation with
an automatic throttle under direct computer control with
the pilot out-of-the-loop may be an acceptable alternative
to the present FAR Part 36 takeoff requirements when

applied to future HSCT aircraft. The final 4-percent
climb gradient part of the trajectory meets the present
FAR Part 36 regulations.

Nomenclature

The aerodynamic force and moment coefficients are

illustrated in figure 1 with the body system of axes that
were used for motion calculations. A dot over a symbol
represents a derivative with respect to time. The symbols
and abbreviations are defined as follows:
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aerodynamic drag, lb
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inboard flaperon control gearing, deg/deg

outboard flaperon control gearing, deg/deg

pitch attitude command gain, deg/deg

pedal to rudder gearing, deg/in.

pilot attitude command gain, deg/(deg/sec)

bank angle feedback gain, deg/deg

SCAS gain, deg/deg

wings leveler rate gain, (deg/sec)/deg

aerodynamic lift, lb

aileron and rudder interconnect gain
authority limit, deg

lift drag ratio
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pedal to rudder gearing limit, deg

control system authority limit, deg

stability augmentation system authority
limit, deg

Mach number

lateral acceleration at pilot station,
g units

wings leveler, RAH switching
criterion, deg/sec

engine power lever angle (throttle
deflection), deg

pilot throttle input
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roll attitude hold
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rudder stability augmentation system

stability and control augmentation system

total thrust force on vehicle, Ib

engine ram drag, lb

reference engine ram drag, lb

engine gross thrust, lb

commanded engine gross thrust, lb

full-throttle engine gross thrust, lb

flight-idle engine gross thrust, lb

reference engine gross thrust, lb

engine gross thrust ratio command

engine gross thrust, lb

engine net thrust, lb

thrust at brake release, percent

thrust after first cutback, percent

thrust after second cutback, percent
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climb speed, knots

rotation speed, knots

exhaust jet velocity, ft/sec

exhaust jet velocity at full-throttle
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airplane weight, lb

Cartesian coordinate system of body axes

with origin located at vehicle center of
gravity

longitudinal distance from brake release, ft

initiate first thrust cutback

end first thrust cutback

initiate second thrust cutback

end second thrust cutback

angle of attack, deg

angle of sideslip, deg

estimator authority limit, deg/sec

flight-path angle, deg

an increment

computer commanded autothrottle
input, deg

aileron deflection, deg

aileron trim deflection, deg

commanded aileron deflection, deg

inboard flaperon deflection, deg

outboard flaperon deflection, deg

pilot hand controller pitch input, deg

trailing-edge flap deflection, deg

horizontal tail deflection, deg

commanded horizontal tail deflection, deg

pilot horizontal-tail trim input, deg

rudder pedal deflection, in.

rudder deflection, deg

commanded rudder deflection, deg

trim rudder deflection, deg

pilot hand controller roll input, deg

wings leveler, RAH switching
criterion, deg

vehicle pitch attitude, deg

attitude command limit, deg

vehicle pitch-attitude trim setting, deg

time constant (subscript specifies use), sec

yaw rate feedback time constant, sec

hand controller roll time constant, sec

vehicle roll angle, deg

wings leveler, bank angle switching
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Abbreviations:

ANOPP AircraftNoisePredictionProgram
AOA angleof attack
ARI aileron-rudderinterconnect
BLC boundaJ'y-layercontrol
CGI computergeneratedimage
CL centerline

CRT cathoderaytube
c.g. centerofgravity
DAC digital-to-analogconverter
DOT DepartmentofTransportation
EADI electronicattitudedirectorindicator
EPNL effectiveperceivednoiselevel
FAA Federal Aviation Administration

FAR Federal Air Regulation

FCS flight control system

HSCT High-Speed Civil Transport

HSI horizontal situation indicator

HUD heads-up display

MAC mean aerodynamic chord

Ref reference

SL sideline

TBE turbine bypass engine

VMS Langley Visual/Motion Simulator

VSCE variable stream control engine

Description of Simulated Aircraft

The supersonic transport concept that was used in
this study is designated AST-105-1 and is the same
configuration that was used in the piloted simulation
study reported in reference 1. The configuration was
originally designed to transport 273 passengers in 5
abreast seating at a Mach number of 2.62 for a distance
of 4500 miles. A detailed description of the vehicle that
includes a summary of the aerodynamic database is given
in reference 7. Some additional details are provided in
reference 1. A three-view sketch of the simulated air-

plane is given in figure 2. Vehicle weight, moments of
inertia, and geometric characteristics are given in table I.

The aircraft design employs an arrow-shaped wing
that incorporates leading-edge sweep angles of 74%
70.84% and 600 across each semispan. A sketch of the
left semispan that indicates the various control elements
is given in figure 3. For takeoff, the outboard flaperons
and ailerons are deflected down 5° from the neutral posi-

tion to provide additional lift. The apex and the Krueger
flaps are deflected 30° and 45 °, respectively, and remain
fixed during the initial climb out. In addition, wing spoil-
ers and a speed brake are available during landing
approaches. An all-movable vertical tail provides direc-
tional control and an all-movable horizontal tail with a

geared elevator provides pitch control. The rigid out-
board vertical fins shown in figures 1 and 2 were
employed to improve the directional stability of the con-
figuration. For this study the c.g. of the vehicle was
located in the plane of symmetry and positioned longitu-
dinally 'at 60.1 percent of the wing mean aerodynamic
chord. This c.g. location was also used in the study
reported in reference 1 and was the most aft location cho-

sen for this design, as noted in reference 7. For this c.g.
position, the vehicle was statically unstable longitudi-
nally with a static margin of-3.7 percent, and thus,
required an upload on the horizontal tail for trim. When
positioned on the runway, the longitudinal axis of the
vehicle was pitched downward 5° . For improved pilot
visibility in the terminal area, the vehicle nose was
deflected downward an additional 12°.

The landing gear consisted of left and right main
units and nose wheels. The mathematical model in the

simulation of this arrangement was extensive and
included the complete strut deflections and strut dynam-
ics for each landing gear unit to provide realistic vehicle
motion response. The runway mathematical database
included runway crown and surface roughness.

The engines chosen for this study were scaled
versions of a single-stream turbine bypass engine (TBE)
that was designed for a cruise Mach number of 2.4 and
modeled with the Navy-NASA Engine Program of refer-
ence 8. The four engines were scaled to provide a thrust-
to-weight ratio of 0.295 for takeoff at sea level. The

engines as designed had no noise suppressors or acoustic
treatment of any kind. Engine transient response times
used herein were approximately 4.8 sec for acceleration
from flight idle to maximum thrust and 3.4 sec from

maximum to flight idle. A computer programmable auto-
matic throttle option was available in the simulation and
was employed for all takeoffs that used the dual thrust-
cutback procedure. Additional engine details are con-
tained in appendix A.

For the study reported herein, the Pratt and Whitney
VSCE engines of the AST-105-1 original design dis-
cussed in reference 1 were replaced by TBE-M2.4
engines. No readjustments to the aerodynamic database
and no resizing of the configuration to optimize for the
cruise condition were undertaken because the study was
limited to the takeoff flight phase.



Description of Apparatus

The tests were performed in the Langley Visual/
Motion Simulator (VMS), which is a hydraulically oper-

ated, six-degree-of-freedom, six-legged synergistic

motion base. (See fig. 4.) Six computed leg positions
were used to drive the motion base. The transformation

equations that computed the leg extensions, the filter

characteristics that smoothed the computed drive signals

from the DAC outputs, and the performance limits of the

VMS are given in references 9, 10, and 1I, respectively.

The washout system used to present the motion-cue com-

mands to the motion base was the coordinated adaptive

washout system reported in references 12 and 13 with

some adjustment of the parameter values to improve base

response for this study.

The pilot's compartment consisted of a general pur-

pose transport type arrangement with CRT displays to

provide normal flight information to the pilot. A photo-

graph of the cockpit is shown in figure 5. Duplicate
EADI and HSI are provided to the pilot and the copilot

and two center CRT displays provided identical engine

information. Figure 6 shows an enlarged sketch of the

EADI that identifies the various elements used during a

takeoff. A CGI system generates the out-of-the-window

visual scenes, which were displayed to the pilots by color

monitors that were viewed through beam splitters and

infinity optics. Forward and side window views were

available to the pilot and the copilot. Engine throttle con-

trols, located on the center console, are visible forward of

the pilot's fight hand in figure 5. These throttle controls

could be either operated manually or driven by the com-

puter programmable autothrottle feature that is available

in this simulation. Flap, spoiler, and speed brake controls
are also located on the center console. A two-axis hand

controller located on the left side permitted the pilot to

make pitch and roll control inputs to the simulated vehi-

cle. Rudder pedals permitted directional control inputs to
be made. Force-feel characteristics were programmed for

both axes of the hand controller and also the rudder ped-

als. The control system employed was a rate-command

attitude-hold system. Details of the hand controller, rud-

der pedals, and flight control systems are contained in

appendix B.

The VMS is driven by a real-time digital simulation

system that uses a Control Data CYBER 175 series com-

puter. The dynamics of the simulated airplane were cal-

culated by using six-degree-of-freedom nonlinear

equations of motion computed at an iteration rate of

32 frames per sec.

Description of Noise Level Computations

Figure 7 briefly outlines the overall information flow

of this study. The pilot in the simulator cockpit utilizes

the hand and foot controllers, the panel instruments, the
out-of-the-window visual scene, and the motion cues

supplied by the six-degree-of-freedom motion base to fly

various takeoff trajectories. Several flight control sys-
tems were available, as well as automated throttle

controls. The resulting flight trajectories coupled with

the appropriate engine characteristics serve as the infor-

mation input to the Aircraft Noise Prediction Pro-

gram (ANOPP). The calculations performed in ANOPP

(ref. 14) generate the corresponding ground noise con-

tours, as well as provide the numerical values for the

noise levels at the centerline, sideline, and approach cer-

tification measuring locations. The values are calculated

as EPNL in EPNdB (effective perceived noise level in

decibels) as specified by the FAR Part 36 regulations.

Note that the noise values presented herein are the com-

bined value for jet-mixing and shock noise only and were

calculated for a standard day. Noise calculations in

ANOPP (ref. 14) were made with the module for jet-

mixing noise described in reference 15 and the module
for shock noise described in references 16 and 17. Other

noise sources, such as engine-inlet noise, and airframe

noise, were not included in this study. Although of much

smaller magnitudes, these noise sources should be con-
sidered when determining the total overall noise levels.

All microphones in this study were placed at a height of

4 ft above ground level.

Basic Considerations

The basic approach used herein to reduce noise lev-
els at the sideline and the centerline measurement loca-

tions was to reduce exhaust jet velocities by lowering

throttle settings at specified times during the takeoff and
the initial climb-out maneuver. The various means

employed to accomplish this task are briefly described in
the following sections.

Dual Thrust-Cutback Procedure

Thrust reductions during the takeoff maneuver were

commanded by the computer and based on the distance
of the aircraft from the brake release point as shown in

figure 8. Distances X 1 and X 2 were selected to provide

large reductions in the sideline noise level. Distances X 3

and X 4 were chosen to provide reductions in the center-
line noise level. The thrust value commanded at location

X 2 was chosen to permit the aircraft to accelerate along
the flight path to approach 250 knots at location X 3. The

thrust value chosen depended on the constant flight-path

climb gradient to be flown between locations X 2 and X 3.
The thrust value chosen at location X 4 permitted the

aircraft to stabilize on a 4-percent climb gradient at a
constant IAS of 250 knots.

5



High-Lift Aerodynamic Increments

To address the impact of high-lift aerodynamic
improvement on the sideline and the centerline noise lev-
els during takeoff, two lift increments were added to the
aerodynamic database. One increment was obtained from
wind-tunnel test data of a model of the AST-105-1 con-

figuration with and without blowing boundary-layer con-

trol over the upper surface of the two inboard flap
elements on each wing semispan. A larger increment
(ACL=0.10) was included to represent a potentially
achievable value for future HSCT configurations. Air-
frame noise was assumed negligible and noise generated
from producing the additional lift increment was not
accounted for in the study. An indication of the per-
formance improvement of the aircraft configuration due
to the addition of the high-lift increments is shown in fig-
ure 9. This figure presents the/_,/D curves for the baseline
and the two high-lift configurations. The improvements
shown in L/D, and particularly (LeD)max, due to the addi-
tion of high-lift increments permit a reduction in thrust
settings, and thus, a corresponding reduction in noise
level. Observe that the final climb segment to be per-
formed at an IAS of 250 knots has the configuration
operating in the vicinity of (/./D)ma x. Also, 250 knots is
the maximum speed permitted by the FAA for flight
operations under an altitude of 10 000 ft. Further discus-
sion with additional details on the effect of the two high-
lift increments is contained in appendix C. It should be
noted that the aerodynamic increments due to flap BLC
are used in this paper only as an example of a realistic
achievable improvement in high-lift aerodynamic perfor-
mance and not proposed as a HSCT high-lift application.
The magnitudes of the added lift increments that are used

here can undoubtedly be obtained by other means. For
this reason, the engine sizes in this study did not incorpo-
rate the bleed-air requirement for providing flap BLC.

Engine Oversizing

At higher throttle settings, the major contributor to
both sideline and centerline EPNdB values is jet-mixing
noise. Jet-mixing noise, in turn, is exponentially depen-
dent on the magnitude of the exhaust jet velocity. As a
consequence, any reduction that can be made in exhaust
jet velocity will have a large impact on the EPNdB
values. For this reason, limited amounts of engine over-
sizing can be considered as a possible means of obtaining
lower exhaust jet velocities and yet maintain a given
level of thrust. As throttle settings are reduced, shock
noise becomes a larger percentage of the total noise, and
thus, can become more of a contributor to the total

EPNdB value. However in this instance, engine over-
sizing reduces the combined value of jet-mixing and
shock noise. As used herein, engine oversizing is simply
an increase in the mass flow through the engine by

6

increasing the original jet cross-sectional area. All values
of the thermodynamic properties, as well as jet exhaust
velocity at any given throttle setting, are retained. Thus,

the increased thrust from increased mass flow permits
lower throttle settings to achieve the same thrust at a
given flight condition.

Test Subjects

Three pilots participated in this study. One pilot was
a senior NASA research pilot with extensive experience
in multiengine aircraft, which includes the position
of principle pilot of the NASA Boeing 737 research air-
craft. Another pilot (pilot B) was a multiengine-rated
flight instructor and the remaining pilot (pilot G) was
instrument-rated. All three pilots had extensive flight
simulator experience. During this study, all three pilots
flew simulated takeoffs with the baseline configuration
both with and without the aerodynamic high-lift addi-
tions and the engine oversizing.

Task of the Pilot

The pilot's task was to set the trailing-edge flaps
to 20° for takeoff, select the automatic throttle mode for

engine operation, release the brakes, start the takeoff roll,
and steer the .aircraft down the runway. At a VR of
200 knots, the pilot initiated rotation with a pitch rate of
about 3 deg/sec and performed the liftoff. The pilot set
the desired vehicle pitch attitude using the command bar
guidance on the EADI that provided the instantaneous
pitch attitude for a desired climb gradient to be flown. He
then maintained the climb gradient indicated by the com-
mand bar for the remainder of the flight. The landing
gear was raised shortly after takeoff and the aircraft was
permitted to accelerate along the climb gradient until the
IAS reached 250 knots. Automatic throttle operation
commanded the proper thrust level at the appropriate lon-
gitudinal distance from brake release during the takeoff
and the initial climb-out procedure. The FAR noise certi-
fication procedures require flight trajectories to be
aligned with the extended runway centerline with devia-
tions within specified limits. Pilots monitored vehicle lat-
eral position with the localizer display. Simulation flights
were terminated when the airplane reached a distance of
8.5 n.mi. from brake release.

Presentation of Results

Results of this study are presented in three main
parts. Part I presents and discusses noise levels that result
from varying a single takeoff task parameter in an
attempt to determine parameter values that achieve the
lowest sideline and/or centerline EPNdB levels. Part II

provides an overall noise level reduction assessment of
the dual thrust-cutback procedure for takeoff by compar-
ing noise levels of the dual thrust-cutback procedure with



those from the single thrust-cutback of the FAA noise

certification procedure. Finally, Part III presents some
observations concerning pilot variability on noise level

values and some comments on flight safety and piloting

by the participating NASA research pilot.

Five appendixes (A through E) are included in this

paper. Appendix E, entitled "Further Noise Reductions

and Operational Constraints," contains additional infor-
mation relevant to this study.

Results and Discussion

Noise characteristics of the simulated HSCT were

obtained during takeoff at the sideline and the downrange
centerline locations and during landing at the approach

location as specified in reference 6 and indicated in fig-

ure 10. Only a few landing flights were performed for the

purpose of establishing the approach EPNdB value for
use in the noise trades considered herein. In addition, cal-

culations were carried out with ANOPP that provided

noise level distributions for various takeoffs; however

only the values at the FAR certification measuring loca-

tions are presented in this paper. To provide some indica-

tion of data variability, a number of repeat simulator

takeoff flights were performed for a given set of test con-

ditions and these results appear as multiple data points on

the various figures.

Part I: Basic Parameter Variations

Effect of location of first thrust cutback. A number

of preliminary runs were made to determine the thrust

level that established the aircraft on a constant-speed

4-percent climb gradient and then permitted selection

of the final thrust-cutback distances X 3 and X 4 that
minimized the EPNdB centerline flyover noise value.

Distances of 18240 ft (X3) and 20672 ft (X4) were deter-

mined to yield near minimum noise levels at the FAR
Part 36 centerline noise measurement location. These

values were used for all simulation runs with only one

exception. With these X 3 and X 4 values held constant, a
series of takeoffs were then performed for different lon-

gitudinal positions of first thrust cutback. Results for

both thrust settings and noise levels are given in fig-
ure 11. The data show that a reasonable reduction in the

sideline EPNdB value can be achieved when first thrust

cutback is initiated at a distance along the runway
between 7000 and 8000 ft from brake release. Thrust

cutbacks performed earlier produced larger sideline
EPNdB values because of the larger thrust settings
needed to accelerate the aircraft to reach 250 knots after

the second cutback was complete. Thrust cutbacks per-

formed later in the takeoff resulted in more of the higher

full-throttle engine noise to be measured by the sideline

microphone. In contrast, centerline noise levels, as might

be expected, show little influence of the first thrust-

cutback location. Figures 1 l(a), 1 l(b), and 1 l(c) show
the results for the baseline vehicle alone and with the two

aerodynamic lift additions. All data sets show that a
minimum sideline noise level exists and that the lowest

sideline noise level was obtained when the computer-

commanded thrust values were reduced over approxi-

mately a 2000-ft distance. The results in figure 11 are

shown as a function of X l for convenience. The major
influence is, of course, the position of the thrust-cutback

distances X 1 and X 2 with respect to the wheel liftoff loca-

tion. It is interesting to observe that for the results shown

in figure 11, the vehicle rotation point falls between X 1

and X 2 for sideline noise levels that were near the mini-
mum. Thus, the first thrust cutback is initiated before
vehicle rotation occurs and ends after rotation is in

progress. Finally, the data in figure 11 indicate that for a

given configuration, some latitude exists in selecting a

thrust-reduction distance (X 2 -X 1) because the minimum
sideline noise level for each of the three data curves is

within 1 EPNdB of the others.

Effect of high lift. The data in figure 11 for X2-X 1 =
2000 ft for the different configurations are presented in

figure 12 and indicate the effect of adding aerodynamic

high-lift capability to the basic aircraft. Adding flap

boundary-layer control or the AC L = 0.10 increment to

the baseline configuration reduces the sideline noise
level because of the reduction in the thrust level required

at the first thrust cutback. In addition, the longitudinal

position of the minimum EPNdB value occurs closer to

the brake release point because of the reduced airplane

angle of attack needed for liftoff. As expected, centerline
noise levels also are reduced with the addition of aero-

dynamic high-lift capability. The effect on thrust settings

and noise levels of adding high lift to the basic aircraft

configuration for all thrust reduction distances consid-

ered is shown in figure 13. The figure shows that provid-

ing improved aerodynamic lift reduces both the throttle

settings required for takeoff and the sideline and the

centerline noise levels. For the configuration with

ACt. = 0.10, a noise reduction of 2.1 EPNdB for the side-
line and 4.6 EPNdB for the centerline appears achiev-

able. The noise values presented in figure 13 are the

minimum levels presented in figures 11 and 12. (Some

operational requirements of FAR Part 25 that impact
these takeoffs are considered in appendix D.)

Effect of engine oversizing. Oversized engines that

provide increased mass flow while maintaining the same

full-throttle exhaust jet velocities as the standard engines
can be used to provide limited reductions in both side-

line and centerline noise levels during takeoff. The

oversized engine capability can be employed in one of

two distinctly different ways. One way is to utilize
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full-throttle operation at brake release, and thus, capital-
ize on the additional thrust to shorten the takeoff roll. A

larger thrust cutback on the runway can be used because
of the presence of a longer distance X 3 -X 2, which
results in a lower sideline noise level. In addition, a

shortened takeoff roll results in the aircraft acquiring
more altitude over the centerline microphone, which
yields a lower flyover noise level. The alternate way is to
use a reduced throttle setting at brake release to provide

the identical thrust profile and flight trajectory as
obtained with the standard engines, but with lower
exhaust jet velocities over the entire takeoff maneuver.

Engine oversizing used in this manner provides reduced
noise levels at all locations surrounding the flight path.
Noise results and corresponding net-thrust levels as a
function of the engine sizing factor gsize for the configu-
ration with AC L = 0.10 for both methods are presented in
fig- ures 14(a) and 14(b), respectively.

For takeoffs with full throttle applied at brake

release (fig. 14(a)), first thrust-cutback distance X 1 has
been shortened to obtain minimum noise levels for the

oversized engines. Unfortunately a reduced XI distance
of 6000 ft penalizes the configuration with the standard
engine (Ksize = 0.773) because larger thrust settings are
required at first thrust cutback, and hence, larger noise
levels are obtained than the minimum levels given in all
previous figures. As a consequence, an additional data
set is presented for the standard engines for X l = 7000 ft,
which gives a sideline noise level near the minimum.

Figure 14(b) provides the results for the three engines
sizes for a single X 1 distance. The throttle settings for the
different engine sizes were adjusted to produce the same
thrust values at all points along the takeoff trajectory.
The results indicated in both figures show that increasing
engine size reduces both sideline and centerline noise
levels. In addition the results indicate that the use of

10-percent oversized engines, under consideration by
both Boeing Commercial Airplanes and Douglas Aircraft
Company for possible use on a future HSCT, can provide
approximately 2 EPNdB reduction in both sideline and
centerline noise levels.

To provide an indication of the effect of varying the
downrange location of the second thrust-cutback loca-

tion, an additional flight was made for the configuration
with the 10-percent oversized engines. These results are
indicated by the diamond symbols on figure 14(a). Side-
line and centerline noise levels appear nearly coincident
and result from an earlier second thrust-cutback location.
Sideline noise levels increase because of the increased

thrust, which is required when reducing the distance
defined by X 3 -X2; whereas, flyover noise levels are
reduced because of the increased distance from the

centerline microphone station when second thrust cut-
back occurs. Thus, it appears that limited adjustment in
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the magnitudes between the sideline and the centerline

noise levels is available through selective positioning of
the second thrust-cutback location.

For completeness and to provide an additional com-
parison, noise levels and thrust values as a function of

first thrust-cutback location X 1 are presented in figure 15
for the following three configurations: the baseline

configuration, the configuration with the ACL = 0.10
addition, and the configuration with the AC L = 0.10 addi-
tion and 10-percent engine oversizing. The data shown in
figure 15 illustrate the reduction in sideline and center-

line noise levels due to added lift increase and engine
over-sizing. The results also show the reduction in the X l
value for minimum sideline noise level as the additions

are made to the baseline configuration. Finally, individ-
ual results are provided for two of the pilots to illustrate
the consistency of the piloting performance.

Effect offirst cl/mb grad/ent. A number of simula-
tor flights were made in which the initial climb gradient
was varied from 4 percent to 8 percent to achieve higher
aircraft altitudes over the centerline microphone station,
and thus, lower centerline noise levels. These simulated

flights were made for the aircraft configuration with the
ACL = 0.10 high-lift addition and 10-percent oversized
engines. The results are presented in figure 16 for
two sets of throttle-programmable distances for X 1
through X 4. Both data sets are included to illustrate the
effect of first climb gradient. Note that the climb gradient
after second thrust cutback was always 4 percent as spec-
ified by the FAR Part 36 requirements. Examination of
the figure shows that increasing the first climb gradient
above 4 percent increased the sideline noise level

because of the increase in net thrust required for the
higher climb rate. Also, increasing the first climb gradi-
ent above 4 percent decreased the centerline noise level
because of the higher altitude achieved over the center-
line microphone station. The results point out the desir-
ability of using a 4-percent climb gradient after the first
thrust cutback. A comparison of the numerical values for
both noise levels and thrust values for the 4-percent
climb gradient given on figure 16 differ from those in all
the preceding figures because of differences in the

computer programmable thrust-cutback distances X 1
through X4.

Effect of reduced initial thrust. A few simulator
flights were made with a different takeoff procedure to
assess the sideline noise reduction potential when throttle
settings for the basic engine were set at a value less than
maximum at brake release. Following brake release, the
vehicle was permitted to accelerate down the runway
until it reached the same runway location for rotation that
was encountered during full-throttle takeoffs with the
dual thrust-cutback procedure. Thus, this takeoff scheme



utilized the same available ground roll distance. The

automatic throttles were programmed to eliminate the

first thrust cutback and maintain a constant thrust setting.

Rotation was then initiated at a speed less than 200 knots

and a 4-percent climb gradient was established. The

vehicle was permitted to accelerate until it reached

250 knots at the downrange location of the second thrust-

cutback point where thrust was reduced to establish the

constant-speed 4-percent climb gradient. Noise levels

and corresponding thrust values were obtained for the

basic aircraft configuration and the configuration with

the high-lift additions. The results are given in table II.
Also shown are the values for the dual thrust-cutback

procedure. An examination of the table shows sideline

noise levels are lower by between 3 and 4 EPNdB for the

dual thrust-cutback procedure than for the reduced initial

thrust procedure. As a consequence, further consider-

ation of lower initial thrust settings of the basic engine at
brake release for noise abatement was not undertaken.

The reduced-thrust procedure did, however, provide

lower noise levels than those produced by a full-throttle
takeoff with no thrust cutback.

Part II: Noise Reduction Assessment

An overall noise reduction evaluation for takeoffs

with the dual thrust-cutback procedure can be made by

comparing the EPNdB value of the noise suppressors that
must be installed on the aircraft to meet the FAR Part 36

Stage 3 noise standards for the dual thrust-cutback pro-

cedure and that for the standard operating procedure.

The addition of the high-lift ACL=0.10 increment

and 10-percent engine oversizing are included for both

takeoff procedures. Assessment results are shown in

figure 17.

As a point of reference, a full-throttle takeoff was

performed and the resulting noise levels are listed on the

left side of the figure under "Standard Operating Proce-

dure" in figure 17. For this takeoff, the pilot commanded
full throttle at brake release, accelerated the vehicle

down the runway, performed the rotation, and then the

liftoff. The landing gear was then retracted and the pilot

pitched the aircraft to acquire a 4-percent climb gradient.

The vehicle was permitted to accelerate until the airspeed
reached 250 knots, which is the maximum speed permit-

ted by the FAA for flight operations under an altitude of

10 000 ft. At this time the pilot pitched the aircraft to
maintain 250 knots. The run was terminated at 8.5 n.mi.

from brake release. The EPNdB noise levels calculated

by ANOPP and shown in figure 17 for this takeoff are

very large as expected. For comparison note the certifica-
tion standards given in the lower center of the figure.

The FAR Part 36 regulations of 1993 permit a single
thrust reduction to be made for noise certification but

only after the aircraft passes an altitude of 689 ft. The

pilot's task for the single thrust-cutback procedure is

similar to the full-throule case until a preselected cutback

altitude is acquired. At the preselected altitude, the

copilot reduces engine thrust and the pilot pitches the

vehicle down to establish a constant-speed 4-percent

climb gradient. The noise results in figure 17 indicate

that a large reduction occurred in the centerline noise

level. No change, however, occurred in the sideline noise

level because the thrust cutback was performed suffi-

ciently downrange of the sideline certification location to

have little impact on the sideline noise level.

The addition of high-lift aerodynamics (AC L = 0.10)
reduces the centerline noise level, as would be expected,

because of the lower thrust setting required at cutback,

but has little influence on sideline noise for the same

reason as discussed previously. One possibility of reduc-

ing sideline noise is to employ engine oversizing as

suggested by both Boeing Commercial Airplanes and
Douglas Aircraft Company. By increasing the mass flow

while retaining the same jet velocity magnitude, the pilot

can command the same takeoff thrust by using less than

maximum throttle deflection. Thus, the same thrust pro-

file can be flown as for the single thrust-cutback case, but

with a lower exhaust jet velocity, and hence, lower noise

levels. The sideline noise levels in figure 17 show about

a 2 EPNdB improvement in noise level for the configura-
tion using the oversize engines. Combining high lift and

10-percent engine oversizing yields the lowest values for
the noise level with the FAA single thrust-cutback proce-
dure. Differences between the noise levels thus obtained

and the FAR Part 36 Stage 3 certification standards pro-
vide the minimum untraded noise level reduction that

must be contributed by the engine noise suppressors. If it
is assumed that the maximum noise value of 2 EPNdB

can be applied to the sideline noise values, then the
results indicate 22 EPNdB of noise reduction must be

provided by the engine noise suppressors to meet the

FAR Part 36 Stage 3 certification standards. This is

beyond the demonstrated capability of present day sup-

pressor technology.

For flights with dual thrust-cutback procedures, the

engine throttles were computer driven with thrust

reduction programmed as a function of distance from

brake release. Two sequential thrust cutbacks were

employed. The first cutback was initiated prior to vehicle
rotation while the aircraft was still accelerating on the

runway. The second cutback was performed a short dis-
tance before reaching the centerline microphone station.

The thrust levels were programmed prior to brake release

so that the pilot simply established and maintained a

4-percent climb gradient after wheel liftoff to run
termination.
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A comparison of noise levels for full throttle with the

noise levels for dual thrust-cutback procedures for the
vehicle with baseline aerodynamics points out the large
reduction in sideline EPNdB values that occur when

thrust levels are reduced prior to vehicle wheel liftoff.
Adding high lift to the configuration or employing
10-percent oversized engines reduces both the centerline
and the sideline noise levels. Larger noise level reduc-
tions are obtained when high lift and engine oversizing
are simultaneously employed. Differences between these
values and the values required by the FAR noise certifi-
cation standards yield the untraded noise levels that must
be provided by engine noise suppressors and other acous-
tical treatments. Applying the maximum noise trade
value of 2 EPNdB to the sideline noise values, as was

done for the standard operating procedure calculation,
the result indicates that 15 EPNdB of noise reduction

must be provided by the engine noise suppressors to meet
the FAR Part 36 Stage 3 noise certification standards.

An assessment of the use of advanced operating
procedures is thus reduced to the difference between
22 EPNdB and 15 EPNdB. This 7 EPNdB difference is

the benefit achieved by using the dual thrust-cutback pro-
cedure. Note, however, that an improved configuration
employing high-lift aerodynamics and engine oversizing
is required.

Noise trades. Several landing approach simulator
flights for the baseline aircraft were made following the
FAR Part 36 noise certification procedures and the
approach noise levels were calculated. The computed
value of 105.9 for the standard 3 ° approach at 158 knots
exceeded the 105 EPNdB value specified as the certifica-
tion standard for subsonic jet aircraft with gross weights
of 617 300 lb or more. Recall that the present aircraft
configuration had no noise suppression devices of any
kind. With a noise suppressor installed, noise levels
below 103 EPNdB would be expected for the approach
noise level. With the addition of high lift and some level
of noise suppression even lower thrust settings would be
employed, which would result in lower approach noise
levels. Thus, the use of the 2 EPNdB trade value previ-
ously applied for establishing the amount of noise sup-
pression capability required appears reasonable. It should
be pointed out, however, that fan noise and airframe
noise were not included in the noise calculations for

these approach flights and should be considered because
they may not be negligible during landing approaches.

Part III: Some Piloting Considerations

Pilot-variability effects. Differences in vehicle tra-
jectory and noise levels may occur because of individual
pilot differences in performing the following three tasks:

I. Initiation of vehicle rotation at the desired

airspeed

2. Achieving the specified maximum pitch rate dur-
ing rotation

3. Acquiring and tracking the 4-percent climb
gradient

Because the throttle commands were computer con-
trolled for the dual thrust-cutback procedure, the pilot
must be particular in meeting the 200 knot rotation speed
because first and second thrust-cutback settings were
preset prior to initiating the takeoff roll. Deviation in
rotation speed either early or late affects the sideline and
the centerline noise levels. Figure 18 provides an indica-
tion of incremental noise level changes due to rotation
speed differences. Airspeed errors up to 10 knots were
used to generate the data reported in figure 18 and are
believed to represent the maximum range of pilot vari-
ability for initiating rotation for takeoff maneuvers.

Sideline noise levels for an early rotation approach-
ing -10 knots show the rapid noise increase due to the
influence of engine operation at full throttle. In addition,
figure 18 also presents the airspeed differences from the
desired 250 knots at 8 n.mi. downrange from brake
release (just prior to run termination point). The results
presented in figure 18 were obtained by a single pilot
who flew several runs for each test point. To establish
how well a given pilot can perform vehicle rotation at the
specified airspeed of 200 knots, rotation speed errors for
the simulator flights made by pilots B and G are pre-
sented in figure 19. Also presented is the cumulative fre-
quency distribution for their combined data. This latter

result indicates about 95 percent of all simulator flights
were within +_5 knots of the desired 200 knot rotation

speed. The influence on sideline and centerline rroise lev-
els due to a 5 knot error in rotation speed is of the order
of 1/2 EPNdB or less. In addition, variations from the

maximum desired pitch rate of 3 deg/sec as commanded
by the different pilots during rotation also can influence
the noise levels, as indicated on figure 20. Slower pitch
rates affect noise levels similar to late rotation rates.

Finally, the piloting error in tracking the 4-percent climb
gradient indicated by the command bar can influence the

noise levels, but mainly those at the downrange center-
line location. The combined influence of the three
contributions on sideline and centerline noise levels

due to pilot variability appears to be of the order of 1/2 to
3/4 EPNdB or less, which is well within the accuracy of
the noise calculations.

Pilot comments. Several pilots flew the simulated
takeoff maneuvers as described herein. A comparison of
the sideline and the centerline noise levels obtained by
the pilots were found to be in excellent agreement and
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similar to those presented in figures 11 to 17. Comments

from the pilots were qualitatively similar to those of the

NASA research pilot, but much less detailed. The NASA

research pilot commented that the airplane response to

pilot control inputs was good. Likewise he also thought

the aircraft stability characteristics with the pilot out-of-

the-control-loop was good. He gave a Cooper-Harper

pilot rating of 2 for the handling qualities of the lon-
gitudinal control system for the specific takeoff task

simulated. (See fig. 21.) Takeoffs using the dual thrust-

cutback procedure with the programmed automatic throt-

tle engaged provided no concern for this pilot. He indi-

cated the takeoffs were easy to perform and appeared

acceptable for normal flight operations. In addition, sim-
ulator flights incorporating a critical engine-out condi-

tion at the point of first cutback posed no piloting or

safety difficulties because more than adequate thrust

remained to complete the takeoff. For this engine-out

condition with ample thrust available, the research pilot

preferred not to command full thrust on the remaining

three engines, but rather for the three engines to spool up

to provide the same total thrust as would be obtained

from four engines. Benefits from using this technique are

1. Less yawing moment that requires pilot

compensation

2. Essentially unchanged climb profile

3. Manageable although increased workload

The research pilot suggested several desirable addi-

tions to the EADI used in the study reported herein that

would immediately indicate the presence of an inopera-

ble engine. (See fig. 6.) Although not incorporated in this

study, such additions might possibly be available on an

HSCT production aircraft.

Another desirable improvement would be to repro-

gram the command bar logic to provide some guidance
during the rotation maneuver to permit the pilot to

smoothly capture the 4-percent climb gradient, and thus,

eliminate the pitch angle overshoots presently encoun-

tered. The command bar logic for the present tests pro-

vided the instantaneous vehicle pitch attitude for a

4-percent climb gradient at the instantaneous airspeed of
the vehicle. To reduce overshoots, the research pilot

pitched the aircraft to a preselected pitch angle that dif-

fered for each configuration and waited until the capture
of the command bar could be more easily accomplished.

Also for flight operations, some information on the

EADI should be provided on a HUD to reduce the time

spent on the instruments, and thus permit additional time
for out-of-the-window surveillance for other aircraft dur-

ing the takeoff. Finally, this research pilot commented

that the motion cues provided by the simulator during the
takeoff were realistic, and in particular, the ground roll

cues were representative of those experienced by actual

transport aircraft.

Conclusions

As part of a NASA and industry effort that addresses

the airport-community noise problem of a High-Speed

Civil Transport (HSCT), a piloted simulation study was
made for the purpose of indicating the noise reduction

benefits that could occur for a typical 4-engine HSCT

configuration during a pilot-controlled takeoff and initial

climb-out maneuver when a dual thrust-cutback proce-

dure was employed. Additional vehicle performance

improvements included incorporation of high-lift incre-
ments into the aerodynamic database of the vehicle

and limited engine oversizing. The vehicle simulated

was the AST-105-1 configuration designed during the

mid-1970's for supersonic flight and is representative of

HSCT designs of the 1990's. Four single-stream turbine

bypass engines that had no suppressors or noise attenua-
tion devices of any kind were selected for use with the

configuration in this study. This approach permitted

establishing the additional noise suppression that was
needed to meet the FAR Part 36 Stage 3 standards for

noise levels for subsonic commercial jet aircraft. All

throttle adjustments for the dual thrust-cutback procedure

were made by an automatic throttle under direct com-

puter control. The pilot used a rate-command attitude-
hold control system. A number of simulated takeoff

flights with rotation speeds of 200 knots were carried
out. Noise levels were calculated with the jet mixing and

shock noise modules of ANOPP. Results of the study are
as follows:

1. Use of a dual thrust-cutback procedure with initi-

ation of the first thrust cutback occurring while the

aircraft is accelerating on the runway and the second

thrust cutback occurring prior to reaching the downrange

centerline measuring station can provide lower sideline
noise levels than obtained when using the FAR Part 36

specified takeoff and initial climb-out procedures.

2. Additional reductions in EPNdB noise values of

the baseline configuration at the FAR sideline and down-

range centerline measuring locations can be obtained by
incorporating high-lift capability in the aerodynamic

design of the aircraft and/or employing oversized engines

to reduce exhaust jet velocities.

3. A dual thrust-cutback procedure with the addition

of high-lift increments and 10-percent engine oversizing
needed 7 EPNdB less noise suppressiofl to meet the FAR

Part 36 Stage 3 noise certification standards than the

FAR Part 36 specified takeoff procedure,

4. Simulation results for the takeoff maneuver

employing the dual thrust-cutback procedure indicated
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thatnoiselevels at the centerline and the sideline FAR

Part 36 measurement stations varied less than 3/4 EPNdB

due to differences in human piloting performance in over

95 percent of the takeoffs.

5. The dual thrust-cutback procedure that employed

a computer-controlled automatic throttle was found by

the NASA research pilot to be acceptable as an opera-

tional takeoff procedure. Simulation takeoffs in still air

with the critical engine inoperative were accomplished

with little difficulty and no flight safety concerns.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
May 19, 1995
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TableI. AST-105-1PhysicalCharacteristics

Geometricdata:
Referencewingarea,ft2.................................................................................................................-.......................8366
Wingspanft ........................................................................................................................................................126.22
Wingleading-edgesweep,deg.................................................................................................74.00,70.84,and60.00
Referencemeanaerodynamicchord,ft .................................................................................................................88.16
Centerof gravity,percentMAC............................................................................................................................60.l0
Distancefromnosetoc.g.,ft...............................................................................................................................173.96
Staticmargin,percent..............................................................................................................................................-3.7
Wingfin area(exposed),ft2.....................................................................................................................................196
Horizontaltail area(exposed),ft2............................................................................................................................620
Verticaltailarea(exposed),ft2.................................................................................................................................358

Weightandmomentsof inertia:
Takeoffgrossweight,Ib....................................................................................................................................686000
ix , slug_ft 2 ....................................................................................................................................................... 7 540 000

ly, slug-ft 2 ..................................................................................................................................................... 54 910 000
Iz ' slug_ft 2 ..................................................................................................................................................... 60 730 000

Ixz, slug_ft 2 .................................................................................................................................................... -1 540 000

Control surface deflections:

_t, deg ...................................................................................................................................................................... +_.20

5f, deg .................................................................................................................................................................. 0 to 30

_a, deg ....................................................................................................................................................................... +35

_Safo, deg .................................................................................................................................................................... +30

Saif, deg ..................................................................................................................................................................... +10

5r, deg ....................................................................................................................................................................... +__25

Table II. Noise Data for Single and Dual Thrust-Cutback Procedures

[Ground roll distance to vehicle rotation point held constant]

Configuration

Net thrust at-- IAS at-- EFNdB at--

TO, TI' I T2' VR' Vc'

percent percent [ percent knots knots CL SL

Single thrust-cutback procedure with reduced initial thrust

Engine

gsize

Engine
T/W

With AC L = 0.10

With flap BLC

Baseline

80 80 41 180 251 123.0 124.3 0.773 0.295

83 83 45 183 252 124.4 124.7 0.773 0.295

86 86 51 188 249 126.1 125.5 0.773 0.295

Fullthro_le

Baseline 100 100 100 200 250 128.8 127.2 0.773 0.295

Dual thrust-cutback procedure a

With ACL= 0.10 100 58 42 200 250 121.7 119.8

With flapBLC 100 63 45 200 250 123.4 121.3

Baseline 100 67 52 200 250 126.3 121.8

aWithau_maficthrottledistancesettingsofXl=8000_,X2=lOOOO_,X3=18240_,andX4=20672 _.

0.773

0.773

0.295

0.295

0.773 0.295
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(a) Baseline configuration.

Figure l 1. Effect of first thrust-cutback location on thrust and noise levels.
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Figure l l. Continued.
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Figure 11. Concluded.
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Appendix A

Engine Information

Four single-stream turbine bypass engines with no
noise suppression of any kind were used with the
AST-105-I configuration for the study reported herein.
The engines were designated as TBE-M2.4, which indi-
cates the engine design was optimized for the cruise con-
dition at a Mach number of 2.4. A nominal data set

giving gross thrust and ram drag values as a function of
Mach number and altitude for full-throttle operation for a

single engine is given in table A1.

Different engine sizes were obtained by reducing all
thrust and ram drag values in table A1 by the size factor,

gsize. Figure A1 presents the block diagram used in the
simulation to adjust these scaled values for partial
throttle operation and to incorporate associated engine
dynamics. Figure A2 provides the power lever angle
input-output relationship. Table A2 provides values of

the bivariate function that scales the ram drag for partial
throttle operation. Engine dynamics include scheduled
gains and rate limiting, as indicated in figures A1
and A3. Values are provided in figure A3 only for throt-
tle deflections above flight idle, although the program
includes values for reverse thrust. For convenience, net-
thrust values at full throttle as a function of Mach num-

ber and altitude for the baseline engine used herein are

given in table A3.

The four engines were mounted on the airframe
below the wings (fig. 2). The nozzles deflected down-
ward 8° so that the thrust vectors would pass through the
e.g. of the vehicle when the c.g. was at 60.1 percent of
MAC, thus eliminating longitudinal trim changes with
throttle operation. Because of the dominant influence of
engine exhaust jet velocity on noise level magnitudes at
the FAR noise certification locations, values of exhaust

jet velocity Vj for full-throttle operation are given in fig-
ure A4 along with _ variations for partial throttle opera-
tion at three Mach numbers.
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TableA1.GrossThrustandRamDragValuesforFull-ThrottleOperationof TBE-M2.4EngineWithKsize = 1.0

(a) Reference gross thrust, TGREF

Full-throttle reference gross thrust, lbf, at altitude of--

Mach number 0 ft 1000 ft 2000 ft 5000 ft 10 000 ft

0 65 484.4 63 400.6 61 368.0 55 571.5 46 856.0

0.2 68 783.7 66 593.7 64 458.6 58 366.5 49 207.6

0.3 72 082.2 69 787.0 67 548.2 61 161.7 51 560.3

0.4 76 576.5 74 137.8 71 759.1 64 972.3 54 769.3

0.6 88 152.2 85 347.2 82 611.1 74 802.7 63 056.9

(b) Reference ram drag, TDRAGRrff

Full-throttle reference ram drag, lbf, at altitude of---

Mach number 0 ft 1000 ft 2000 ft 5000 ft 10 000 ft

0 2.3 2.2 2.1 1.9 1.6

0.2 4759.4 4589.9 4425.4 3960.2 3273.5

0.3 7406.2 7142.4 6886.3 6162.3 5093.7

0.4 10 361.2 9992.2 9633.9 8620.9 7125.5

0.6 17 424.9 16 804.4 16 201.9 14 498.3 11 982.4

4O



Table A2. Ram Drag Bivariate Function for Part Throttle Operation

(a) Mach number = 0 (b) Mach number = 0.2 (c) Mach number = 0.3

TGROSS

TGREF

TDRAG

TDRAG_

0.0635 0.5217

0.2836 0.7391

0.4245 0.8696

0.5547 0.9565

0.6635 1.0000

1.0000 1.0000

TGROSS

TGREF

TDRAG

0.0829 0.5257

0.2911 0.7283

0.4302 0.8507

0.5589 0.9587

0.6667 1.0000

1.0000 1.0000

TGROSS

TGREF

TDRAG

0.0976 0.4691

0.2973 0.7247

0.4348 0.8468

0.5620 0.9539

0.6694 1.0000

1.0000 1.0000

(d) Mach number = 0.4

TGROSS

TGREF

TDRAG

TDRAGRm:

0.1129 0.5196

0.3044 0.7196

0.4401 0.8414

0.5654 0.9472

0.6726 1.0000

1.0000 1.0000

(e) Mach number = 0.6

TGROSS TDRAG

0.1372 0.5096

0.3164 0.7050

0.4490 0.8262

0.5700 0.9282

0.6785 1.0000

1.0000 1.0000

Table A3. Full-Throttle Net Thrust for TBE-M2.4 Engine With Ksize = 0.77294.

Full-throttle net thrust, lbf, at altitude of--

Mach number 0 ft 1000 ft 2000 ft 5000 ft 10 000 ft

0 50 614.4 49 003.9 47 432.8 42 952.5 36 216.1

0.2 49 487.6 47 925.8 46 402.7 42 053.3 35 504.8

0.3 49 991.3

0.4 51 181.1

0.6 54 668.7

48 421.1

49 581.3

52 980.2

46 888.6

48 019.7

51 331.0

42 511.8

43 556.8

46 612.3

35 916.4

36 826.3

39 478.0
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Figure A4. TBE-M2.4 engine exhaust jet velocity for full and part throttle operation.
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Appendix B

Description of Pilot Controllers and Flight

Control Systems

Force-deflection characteristics of the hand control-

ler and the rudder pedals that were used in the simulation
are given in figure B1. Hydraulic control loaders were
used to provide the forces. A two-axis hand controller
was mounted on the left side of the cockpit and used by
the pilot for pitch and roll control inputs. The device was
positioned so that an axis through the grip in the neutral
position was tilted 10° inboard and forward 13° from the
local vertical for pilot operating comfort. Rudder pedals

were used for directional control. Breakout forces were

used for all three axes and as indicated in figure B1 phys-
ical deadbands were not employed. Flight control system
electrical inputs from the different pilot controller deflec-
tions are given in figure B2. Deadbands as illustrated in

the sketch were employed in the computer program to
eliminate inadvertent hand controller or rudder pedals
inputs and/or unwanted coupled inputs when applying a
single axis control input with the hand controller. Flight
control system block diagrams for longitudinal, lateral,
and directional axes are given in figures B3(a), B3(b),
and B3(c), respectively. The mode of control was essen-
tially a rate-command attitude-hold system. A wing lev-
eler was incorporated in the lateral axis, and turn
coordination in the directional axis.
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Appendix C

Some High Lift Considerations for Takeoffand
Initial Climb-Out

To address the impact of HSCT operations on
airport-community noise, the piloted simulation des-
cribed herein explored various ways of reducing noise

levels during takeoff flight phases. One way of reducing
noise levels is to increase the lift and/or L/D of the con-

figuration, and thus reduce the engine thrust required.
One means of achieving an increase in lift is by applying
BLC to the wing flaps. Because some information was
already available from wind-tunnel tests of an identical

wing-body-engine configuration performed in the early
1970's, this data was used in the analysis presented
herein. Results of some brief calculations are presented
to give an indication of what BLC on wing flaps can pro-
vide in terms of lift increment and thrust levels for the
HSCT initial climb-out maneuver.

Figure C 1 shows trimmed/./D values for the HSCT

configuration (AST-105-1 simulation database) with the
two inboard flaps on each wing semispan deflected 20 °
for takeoff. The L/D values are presented here as a
point of reference because other studies have employed
(L/D)ma x as a figure of merit. The lower curve on fig-
ure C I corresponds to the values used during the study
by Grantham, Smith, and Deal during the mid-1970's.
This curve serves as a baseline condition (ref. 1). The

curve labeled "with ACL =0.10" contains an arbitrary
increment in lift coefficient that was added to the aerody-
namics of the baseline case and represents a potential
improvement in the AST-105-1 configuration. Drag and
pitching moment remained the same for the two curves.
The middle curve corresponds to the baseline configura-
tion with the addition of BLC over the upper surface of
the two inboard flaps on each wing semispan with a

blowing coefficient C_t= 0.02. (BLC results are from ref.
18.) The negative pitching moment increment due to flap
lift from BLC is balanced by a positive pitching moment
increment from a reduction in horizontal tail incidence

angle. Drag results with and without BLC in reference 18

show identical values in the angle of attack range from 0 °
to 8° , which is the angle of attack range involved in take-
off trajectories. Therefore, no change in drag due to add-
ing BLC was employed in the calculations.

It should be noted that the L/D values presented here
are only due to aerodynamic effects----engine thrust com-
ponents are not included. The simulation mathematical
model of the AST-105-1 configuration incorporated a
nozzle deflection angle of 8° on each engine for the spe-
cific purpose of directing the thrust vector of each engine
through the aircraft c.g. Wind-tunnel test data have
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shown that power effects are not significant on the aero-
dynamic characteristics of this configuration.

The data in figure C1 indicate (/_/D)max of the
baseline occurs at an angle of attack of 2 °. Also, a
reasonable increase in all /_/D values of the baseline

occurs when BLC is applied. The increases shown in
figure C1 would be larger if the down load on the hori-
zontal tail to trim the BLC effect could be eliminated,
possibly by using a jet or surface located forward of the

c.g. Figure C2 presents (L/D)ma x values for these two
additional trim schemes to illustrate possible /JD
improvements.

One trim scheme employed a nose jet that was
located on the fuselage lower surface and positioned lon-
gitudinally just forward of the nose wheels. The jet force
was sized so that the pitching moment produced by the
jet would balance the pitching moment due to flap BLC.
For this scheme, the horizontal tall incidence used to trim

the baseline configuration remained unchanged.

The second scheme replaced the nose jet with a
canard at a fixed incidence relative to the fuselage. The
canard was sized to balance the flap BLC effect at an
angle of attack of 0°. When the vehicle angle of attack is
increased, the additional canard lift force requires an
increase in horizontal tail incidence angle to maintain
trim conditions. For the simple estimate presented, the
influence of the small canard on wing lift was neglected.
Even with the jet or the canard modification, the value of
(/_/D)max is still slightly less than the value shown for the
vehicle with the added ACL = 0.10 increment. The curve
for the configuration with ACL = 0.10 in figure C1, how-
ever, would seem to be achievable with additional modi-

fications to the configuration.

An analysis of steady climbing flight at constant
velocity was made for the vehicle out of ground effect
with the landing gear retracted. Figure C3 shows the
force diagram and the equations used. As indicated, the
thrust vector passed through the c.g., and thus, did not
affect the pitching moment. The lift and drag values used
in the analysis, however, correspond to trim condition
and include adjustments to the horizontal tall incidence
angle to null the aerodynamic pitching moment. Fig-
ure C4 provides the resulting CT values as a function of
IAS in knots. The calculated results are for a vehicle

flight-path angle of 2.30 ° (4-percent climb gradient). As
a ready reference, the corresponding L/D values are also
provided in the figure. It is apparent from the CT with
IAS curves that providing increased lift at any speed
(either by adding a ACt. or by applying BLC to the flaps)
reduces engine thrust over that of the baseline configura-
tion. At a speed of 250 knots, which is the maximum
speed permitted by the FAA for flight operations below
10 000 ft, the reduction amounted to 6.5 percent with



BLCoperatingandapproximately10.0percentwithalift
additionof ACL = 0.10. An alternate interpretation from
figure C4 is that the same CT value can be employed at a
lower speed when additional lift is supplied. It is of inter-
est to note that in a steady climb on a 4-percent climb
gradient with a speed of 250 knots, the vehicle with flap
BLC is operating near its maximum value of D'D.

The additional C T curve shown in figure C4 was
generated with the full-throttle thrust values at 1000 ft
and used in the simulation program for the TBE-M2.4
engine. The curve represents the total output of the four
jet engines. It was included to permit a quick visual indi-

cation of the amount of thrust cutback available during

initial climb out. A plot of CT with flight-path angle for a
climb speed of 250 knots is given in figure C5. Examina-
tion of the results shows that the engine thrust can be
reduced by a constant percentage of the available thrust
at any flight-path angle when flap BLC is employed.
Engine thrust can be reduced by a larger percentage

when the increment AC L = 0.10 is present. These addi-
tional thrust reductions will, of course, produce reduc-
tions in the airport-community noise levels due to jet

engine source noise. The results shown in figure C5 indi-
cate the thrust penalty for flight paths that exceed the
4-percent climb gradient mandated by the FAA.
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High-lift configuration

A Flap BLC on, effect trimmed by horizontal tail

B Flap BLC on, effect trimmed by nose jet

C Flap BLC on, effect trimmed by fixed incidence canard

D z_CL = 0.10, (AC D = ACm = 0)
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Figure C2. (LiD)ma x for trimmed baseline and high-lift configurations.
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L

1
XB

V

W

L + T sin (cz + 8 °) - W cos "t'= 0 (1)

D + W sin _,- T cos ((x + 8°) = 0 (2)

From (1) and (2)

T cos ((z + 8°) - D
tan "t'=

T sin (o_+ 8°) + L
(3)

In coefficient form after rearranging

tan 7 CL + CD
CT =

cos (o_+ 8 °) - tan y sin (o_+ 8°)
(4)

Rewriting (1)

W
C L + CT sin (o_+ 8°) - q'_-Ew cos _,= 0

Solve for qoo, then V

(W/Sw) cos _,
qoo =

CL + CT sin (o_+ 8 °)
(5)

Figure C3. Force diagram and equations for steady climbing flight.
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Figure C4. Values of thrust coefficient and lift-drag ratio for steady climbing flight on a 4-percent climb gradient with
5f = 20 °, landing gear retracted, and out of ground effect.
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A Baseline

B With flap BLC

C WithAC L=0.10
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A
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Figure C5. Thrust coefficient CT with flight path angle ), for steady climbing flight at 250 knots with _f = 20°, landing
gear retracted, and out of ground effect.
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Appendix D

Some Operational Considerations

During takeoff from the time the landing gear is
fully retracted and until the aircraft reaches an altitude of
400 ft, FAR Part 25 specifies that the aircraft must be
able to maintain a 3-percent climb gradient with one
engine out. Above an altitude of 400 ft, the climb gradi-
ent requirement is reduced to 1.7 percent. A comparison
of the engine thrust setting for the dual thrust-cutback
procedure (all engines operating with the aircraft on a

4-percent climb gradient) with those required to trim the
aircraft on a constant-speed 3-percent climb gradient
with the critical engine (left outboard engine) inoperative

is presented in figure D1. Results are presented for the
baseline vehicle and with the two aerodynamic lift addi-
tions. The simulator thrust profiles presented are those

producing the minimum sideline noise levels, which are
shown in figure 11. An examination of the simulator
flight data indicated that for all three lift cases, the air-
craft reached an altitude of 400 ft with airspeeds between
240 and 245 knots. The curves in figure D1 indicate that
the first thrust-cutback settings exceed the FAR Part 25

requirement over the airspeed range for the vehicle with
either aerodynamic high-lift addition. The baseline con-
figuration meets the requirement over most of the air-
speed range and fails only very slightly for speeds
between 224 and 229 knots. Except for this 5-knot speed
interval, the results for the three lift cases indicate that
sufficient thrust remains to maintain at least a 3-percent
constant-speed climb gradient when an engine failure
occurs. Thus, the programmed automatic throttles need
not make an additional thrust adjustment in the first
thrust-cutback level. The pilot must, however, reduce the

climb gradient from 4 to 3 percent when the engine fails
because the aircraft can no longer maintain the original
4-percent climb gradient at most airspeeds up to
240 knots without decelerating. Because the second

thrust cutback occurs when the airspeed is about
250 knots and the vehicle altitude exceeds 400 ft, the

1.7-percent climb gradient requirement of FAR Part 25
applies for engine failures that occur after the second
thrust cutback. The following table shows the net-thrust
values of the dual thrust-cutback takeoff procedure that
were used in the simulator and those of the FAR Pari 25

for this flight region. Also shown are the engine net-
thrust levels for straight and level flight with the critical
engine inoperative.

Configuration

Single engine net-thrust settings for--

Dual

thrust-cutback

procedure,a

percent

FAR Part 25

requirement, b

percent

Level flight, c

percent

Baseline 52 60 52

With flap BLC 45 52 44

With AC L = 0.10 42 47 38

aAll engines operational and 4-percent climb gradient.

bOne engine out and 1.7-percent climb gradient.

COneengine out and 0-percent climb gradient.

For all three configurations, net-thrust settings are

below the requirement of FAR Part 25 for the 1.7-percent
climb gradient with the critical engine inoperative. The
net-thrust settings are, however, equal to or exceed those
for maintaining straight and level flight with one engine
out. Although this latter result eliminates a potential rate-
of-descent condition from safety considerations, it
appears that for an engine failure following second thrust
cutback, engine throttle adjustments must be made to
bring all configurations into compliance with the FAR
1.7-percent climb gradient requirement. Such thrust
increases could be accomplished by using the computer
driven automatic throttles and incorporating failure mode
programming.
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Engine thrust profile for dual thrust-cutback takeoff procedure
(4-percent climb gradient)

Engine thrust required for 3-percent climb gradient with left

outboard engine failed

Engine thrust required for 4-percent climb gradient with left

outboard engine failed
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Figure D 1. Engine thrust profiles for dual thrust-cutback procedure and FAR Part 25 engine failure requirements.
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Appendix E

Further Noise Reductions and Operational

Constraints

All noise data presented in figure 17 for the dual

thrust-cutback procedure were obtained from simulator

runs where the final climb speed was 250 knots. If the

final climb speed for the configuration with AC L = 0.10

was chosen in the vicinity of V2 + 10 (near 235 knots)

rather than 250 knots, an additional improvement in side-

line EPNdB levels could be obtained. By reducing the

final climb speed from 250 to 235-knots, the level of
thrust at first thrust cutback can be reduced because the

acceleration level needed to reach the 235-knot final

climb speed is reduced. A reduced-thrust level at first

thrust cutback provides a reduction in sideline noise
level. Centerline EPNdB noise values are also altered

from those in figure 17 because of an increase in thrust

setting that is required to maintain the slower constant-

speed 4-percent climb gradient. Figure E1 presents the

noise data and thrust levels for different climb speeds as

a function of first thrust-cutback distance X 1. Results for

the configuration with the standard engine and with the

10-percent oversized engine are provided. The data for

Vc=250knots is that previously presented in fig-

ure 15(b). A comparison of the EPNdB values for each

engine configuration indicates that sideline noise values
can be reduced about 3 EPNdB by reducing the final

climb speed to 235 knots. Centerline noise levels for the

slower climb-speed data, however, show an increase
of about 1/2 EPNdB over the data obtained with

V c = 250 knots. These takeoff noise results indicate a
possible lower limit for the sideline EPNdB values. It
should be noted that the thrust levels for the

V c = 235 knots are below those required for the critical

condition of an inoperable engine, and thus, do not meet

the requirements for FAR Part 25. To allow these low

thrust levels to be used in flight operations, as well as

for aircraft noise certification, would require the FAA

to modify or grant exceptions to the FAR Part 25

regulations.

During takeoff from the time that the landing gear is

fully retracted and until the aircraft reaches an altitude of

400 ft, FAR Part 25 specifies that the aircraft must be

able to maintain a 3-percent climb gradient with one

engine out. Above an altitude of 400 ft, the 3-percent gra-

dient requirement is reduced to 1.7 percent. A compari-
son of the engine thrust setting for the aircraft on a

4-percent climb gradient with all engines operating (dual

thrust-cutback procedure) with that required to trim the

aircraft on a 3-percent climb gradient with the critical

engine (left outboard engine) inoperative is presented in

figure E2. Results are presented for the configuration

with the ACt. = 0.10 addition for both the standard and

the 10-percent oversized engines. The simulator thrust

profiles presented are those in figure E1 that had the min-

imum sideline noise levels. The results in figure E2 indi-

cate that the first thrust-cutback settings are below those

required to meet the FAR Part 25 requirement for critical

engine-out operation. Likewise, the simulator thrust set-

tings at second thrust cutback are below the 1.7-percent

climb gradient of the FAR Part 25 requirement for criti-

cal engine-out operation. It is interesting to observe that

the first thrust-cutback settings for the configuration with

either engine are sufficient for the aircraft to maintain a

1.7-percent climb gradient, if at the time of the engine

failure, the pilot reduces the climb gradient from 4 per-

cent to 1.7 percent. Thus, although the 3-percent climb

gradient requirement cannot be met, a positive rate of
climb exists with the critical engine inoperative. Note

that in the event of an engine failure, the thrust level at

second thrust cutback can only maintain level flight with

proper pilot pitch-down response. The results presented

in figure E2 also indicate that automatic throttles under
computer control for takeoff thrust will be required to

incorporate engine failure programming that automati-

cally increases the throttle settings, and thus, provides the

thrust response necessary to achieve flight safety. Such

procedures are not considered in the present FAR Part 25

regulations and would require the FAA to modify the

regulations for HSCT type aircraft.

Figure E3 presents the thrust-velocity profiles for

one configuration for takeoffs with final climb speeds
of 235 and 250 knots. Also shown are the thrust trim

curves for all engines operating and one engine out as
detailed in FAA requirements FAR Part 36 and FAR

Part 25. These three curves were obtained from computa-

tions using the simulation database and trim routine at a

constant altitude and processed off-line in batch mode.

The percentage levels shown can vary slightly because
the TBE maximum thrust varies with altitude. The thrust-

airspeed curve for all engines operating is provided

because it establishes the lowest engine thrust setting that

enables the aircraft to maintain a 4-percent climb gradi-
ent for a distance of 8.5 mi. From an examination of fig-

ure E3, a climb speed slightly less than 235 knots could

provide a slightly lower thrust level at first cutback, and
hence, a lower sideline EPNdB value. Unfortunately, a

comparable thrust increase would be required to establish

the final climb speed, and thus, produce a corresponding
increase in the noise level at the centerline measurement

location. As was indicated in the text, the minimum

thrust level that establishes a 4-percent climb gradient

occurs at an airspeed of 250 knots.

Noise levels for the two different climb speeds are

presented in figure E4 for the configuration with
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ACt. = 0.10 both with and without 10-percent engine
oversizing. The figure presents an evaluation of the noise
suppression required by the TBE engines to meet FAR
Part 36 Stage 3 requirements. Values with and without
the -2 EPNdB trade available from the approach mea-
surement are provided. The results with the 10-percent
oversized engines and the -2 EPNdB traded value,
shown on the right side of figure E4 indicate at least a
1 EPNdB reduction in the amount of required sup-
pression occurred with the slower climb speed
(235 knots) rather than the 250-knot climb speed. Note
that the -2 EPNdB trade value is applied differently for
the two cases. For the 250-knot data, the -2 EPNdB trade

value is applied to reduce sideline noise; whereas, for the
235-knot data, the -2 EPNdB trade value is used to

reduce the centerline noise level. Although adding noise
suppressors to the jet engines to provide a 15 EPNdB

reduction in noise level would qualify the aircraft for
FAA noise certification at either climb speed, some flex-
ibility in the takeoff (throttle setting and cutback
distances) is available for the procedure with the
slower climb speed. Note also that with some minor

adjustments to the procedure for Vc = 235 knots, it may
be possible to meet FAR Part 36 Stage 3 noise require-
ments with 15 EPNdB of noise suppression without
engine oversizing.
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